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# # # #




Notational conventions in SFL 
|||# # # # clause#complex#boundary#
||# # # # ranking#clause#boundary#
[[#]]# # # # embedded#clause#boundary#
α,#β,#ɣ#…## # # hypotactic#structure#
1,#2,#3…# # # paratactic#structure#
=## # # # expansion:#elaboration#
+# # # # expansion:#extension#
x# # # # expansion:#enhancement#
“# # # # projection:#locution#
‘# # # # projection:#idea


























































































































































1.3 Overview of theoretical background  
































1.3.2 Systemic Functional Linguistics and linguistic complexity 


























































































































































1.6 Research methodology 


























































































































































1.8 Thesis organisation 
This#thesis#comprises#eight#chapters#including#Introduction,)Different)perspectives)
on)linguistic)complexity,)A)Hallidayan)approach)on)linguistic)complexity,)
































































































































































2  Chapter 2:  Different Perspectives on 
Linguistic Complexity  











2.2 Some related concepts 







































































































































































































































































































2.3.2.1  Early development: finite state grammar and phrase structure 
grammar 











































































can# be# generated# by# a# phrase# structure# grammar.# But# the# converse#
does#not#hold:#there#are#sets#of#sentences#that#can#be#generated#by#a#
phrase#structure#grammar,#but#not#by#a#finite#state#grammar.#(p.56)#
























































































































































































The# realizational# relationship#between# content# and#expression,#more#
specifically# between# lexicogrammar# and# phonology# is# largely#
conventional,#or# ‘arbitrary’.#…#However,# the# realisational# relationship#





and# the# two# sets# of# expression# strata# (phonology# and# phonetics)# is#
natural#rather#than#conventional.#Patterns#of#wording#reflect#patterns#
of#meaning.# Part# of# the# task# of# a# functional# theory#of# grammar# is# to#


























































































The# complexity# of# written# language# is# a# lexical# complexity;# written#
language#attains#a#high#lexical#density#(that#is,#it#has#a#greater#number#
of# lexical# items# per# clause,# and# the# lexical# items# have# a# higher#
information# content),# often# accompanied# by# a# relatively# simple#
grammatical# structure.# The# complexity# of# spoken# language# is# a#
grammatical# complexity;# spoken# language# constructs# complex#


































































































































3.2 Lexical density 


































































































































































































































































































































































#In# conversation,# we# tend# to# use# fewer# lexical# items# –# generally#
because# there# is# no#need# to#name# something# if#we# can# see# it# in# the#
surroundings.# In# writing,# however,# we# need# to# build# up# the#

















































3.2.6 Lexical density in scientific discourse 
In#scientific#English,#there#are#some#problems#of#its#own#that#make#scientific#texts#
difficult#for#both#learners#of#English#as#a#second#language#and#for#those#of#English#as#

























































3.3 Grammatical intricacy 

























Grammatical# intricacy# can# be# measured# as# the# number# of# ranking#
clauses# in# the# clause# complex.# But# this# is# more# problematic:# partly#
because# it# requires# criteria# for# identifying# the# limits# of# a# clause#
complex#in#spoken#discourse,#and#partly#because#it#makes#no#sense#to#
calculate#it#as#a#mean.#The#reasons#for#this#have#nothing#to#do#with#the#
way# spoken# language# construes# experience;# they# are# not# ideational#
but# interpersonal.# Spoken# language# is# inherently# dialogic# in# nature,#
with#very#many#short# turns#guiding#the# interaction;#whereas# intricate#
clause# complex# structures# can# only# occur# in# the# more# monologic#
interludes#in#the#dialogue.#Thus#the#mean#figure#for#intricacy#would#be#
essentially#meaningless.#(p.#161)##









The# intricacy# that# is# characteristic# of# spoken# language# is# a# different#
manner#of#deploying#grammatical#energy,#exploiting#the#“logical”#way#
of# looking# at# phenomena# (note# that# “logical”# here# always# refers# to#
grammatical#logic,#not#to#formal#logic#—#which#is#a#designed#extension#
of# it).# The# principle# of# setting# up# a# logicalLsemantic# relationship#
between# two# figures# is# extended# recursively,# so# that# it# can# be#

















































Grammatical# intricacy# [logical# metafunction]# and# lexical# density#





























3.4  Nominalisation 







































































a# popular# nesting# ground# for#the#giant#leatherback#
turtles#
Premodifier# Head# Postmodifier#















































































The# core# of# a# scientific# text# was# the# development# of# a# chain# of#
reasoning# (ultimately#based#on#experiments)# in#which#each# step# lead#
on#to#the#next.#But#in#order#to#lead#on#to#the#next,#you#have#to#be#able#
























































































Lment# verbs# chiefly#abstract#nouns# appointment,)
settlement)
Lion# verbs# abstract#and#collective#nouns# perception,)suspicion)
Lation# verbs# abstract#and#collective#nouns# concentration,)
verification)
Ling# verbs### abstract#and#concrete#nouns# reloading,)warnings)




Lal/Lial# dynamic#verbs# countable,#abstract#nouns## proposal,)arrival)
Lship# nouns####### abstract#nouns####### generalship,)leadership)




















3.5 Grammatical metaphor 























































































































! Mary! Saw! Something! Wonderful!
(iii)# Nominal#group# Verbal#group# Nominal#group#
(ii)# Senser# Process# Phenomenon#
(i)# # Process:#mental# # #
#










































The!fifth!day! Saw! !!!!!them! at!the!summit!
!
Senser# Mental:##Perception# Phenomenon# Place#
Table#3.9. Analysis)of)nonAmetaphorical)form#
They! arrived! at!the!summit! on!the!fifth!day!
!






















































































































































3.5.4.1 Metaphor of modality 
Taverniers#(2003)#explains#about#Halliday’s#concepts#of#modality#metaphor#as#
follows.#
In#metaphors# of#modality,# the# grammatical# variation#which# occurs# is#
based# on# the# logicoLsemantic# relationship# of# projection.# Whereas#
modal# meanings# are# congruently# realised# in# modal# elements# in# the#
clause# (i.e.,# modal# operators,# modal# adjuncts# or# mood# adjuncts),#
interpersonal#metaphors#are#defined#by#Halliday#as#expressing#modal#
meanings#outside# the# clause.# In# this#way,#metaphors#of#modality# are#




























































































































is#impaired#by#alcohol## # # alcohol#impairment!#
they#allocate#an#extra#packer## # the#allocation!of#an#extra#packer##
some#shorter,#some#longer## # # of#varying#length##
they#were#able#to#reach#the#computer## their#access!to#the#computer##
















concerned,# grammatical#metaphor# is# crucial# to# establishing# technical#
terms# and# relating# them# to# one# another,# and# to# explaining# causal#
relations# among# processes.# As# far# as# organizing# text# is# concerned,#








































3.6 Thematic structure 










































3.6.2 Types of Theme 


















(Unmarked#Theme#as#a#participant)# # # #(Anderson,#2003a,#p.32)))
Example!3.57! !
#In'the'United'States,)the)cost)of)a)college)education)can)be)quite)expensive.#




3.6.2.1.1 Unmarked Theme 
Unmarked#Theme#functions#as#the#subject#of#the#clause.#It#may#be#a#noun#or#
pronoun#realised#as#a#nominal#group#or#a#nominalisation.###








































3.6.2.2 Multiple Themes (textual and interpersonal Themes) 
We#have#discussed# simple#or# topical#Theme#which#expresses# the# representational#
function# and# construes# a# quantum#of# human# experience# in# the# clause.# There# are#









































































Well! but! then! surely! Jean! wouldn’t! the!best!idea! be!to!join!in!
Cont# Stru# Conj# Modal# Voc# Finite# Nominal# #
Textual# Interpersonal# Topical# #
Theme# Rheme#
















3.6.2.4 Predicated Themes 
Cleft#sentence#is#a#traditional#term#replaced#by#predicated#Theme#by#Halliday#is#the#
system#of#Theme#predication#which#involves#a#particular#of#thematic#and#






































As#the#universe# #expanded,## the#temperature#of#the#radiation# decreased##




As#the#universe# #expanded,## the#temperature#of#the#radiation# decreased##
Theme1# Rheme1#







3.6.3 Theme and Mood 




























































































































































3.8 Review of previous studies 









































































































































































help# to# reorganise#much#expository#writing# rhetorically,# instead#of# in#
the#realLworld’s#time#and#location#sequence.#Nominalisation#construct#
abstracts#and#generalisations#in#humanities,#interpret#changes#in#social#










































































































































































4  Chapter 4: Methodology 


































































































































4.4 Description of the chosen textbooks and texts 


































































































Book! 1! 2! 3! 4! Total!
Science#texts# 6# 4# 10# 7# 27#
NonLscience#texts# 18# 18# 20# 9# 67#













Field! Science! NonYscience! Total!
Genre# EL# R# EL# R# HR# BR# FR# P# EP# D# #
Book#1# 6# 0# 2# 9# 7# 0# 0# 0# 0# 0# 24#
Book#2# 3# 1# 0# 10# 5# 1# 0# 2# 2# 0# 24#
Book#3# 6# 4# 4# 9# 2# 2# 0# 2# 1# 0# 30#
Book#4# 3# 5# 1# 3# 0# 0# 1# 0# 1# 2# 16#
Total# 18# 10# 7# 31# 14# 3# 1# 4# 4# 2# 94#
 
Explanation#of#abbreviations#in#Table#4.2#
EL:#Explanation# # # IR:#Report#
HR:#Historical#recount## # BR:#Biographical#recount#
FR:#Factual#recount# # # P:#Procedure#
EP:#Exposition## # # D:#Discussion##





































Book## Number#of#texts## Text#codes# Number#of#texts## Text#codes# #
Book#1# 3# E1,#E2,#E3# 3# E4,#E5,#E6# 6#
Book#2# 3# P1,#P2,#P3# 3# P4,#P5,#P6# 6#
Book#3# 3# I1,#I2,#I3# 3# I4,#I5,#I6# 6#
Book#4# 3# U1,#U2,#U3# 3# U4,#U5,#U6# 6#
Total# 12# # 12# # 24#























































































































































































4.5.1 Lexical density analysis  





















































































































































































4.5.2 Grammatical intricacy analysis 






































































4.5.3 Nominalisation analysis 


































































4.5.4 Grammatical metaphor analysis 



































































































































4.5.5 Thematic analysis 









































































M# U# T# I# M# U# !
1# Some#people###have#extraordinary#
memories!





+# L# L# L# L# L# L#











L# +# L# L# L# L# L#
6# The#brain###is#a#highly#complex#organ#
that#is#not#fully#understood,!
L# +# L# L# L# L# L#
7# and#theories#about#how#it#works###
remain#a#topic#of#debate!
L# L# +# L# L# +# L#
Total# 7# 1# 4# 2# 0# 0# 2# 0#
7! 5! 2! 0!
#





























































































5  Chapter 5:  Analysis of Linguistic 











































































5.3 Linguistic features analysis across four levels of 
textbooks 




















































Levels!of!textbook! N! Mean! Std.!Deviation! Minimum! Maximum!
Elementary# 6# .4733# .02503# .43# .50#
PreLintermediate# 6# .4483# .04792# .37# .49#
Intermediate# 6# .4717# .03189# .44# .51#





























Ure’s!lexical!density! Sum!of!squares! df! Mean!Square! !!F! Sig.!
Between#groups# .003# 3# .001# 1.045# .394#
Within#groups# .022# 20# .001# # #
Total# .025# 23# # # #
 

































Levels!of!textbook! N! Mean! Std.!Deviation! Minimum! Maximum!
Elementary# 6# 3.99# .42# 3.54# 4.71#
PreLintermediate# 6# 4.43# .74# 3.48# 5.26#
Intermediate# 6# 5.15# .82# 4.14# 6.57#















Sum!of!squares! !!!!!!!df! Mean!Square! !!!!!!!F! Sig.!
Between#groups# 5.360# ########3# ###########1.787# 3.704# ####.029#
Within#groups# 9.648# ########20# ###########.482# # #



























Elementary# PreLintermediate# L.433# .401# .705# L1.56# .69#
Intermediate# L1.16# .401# .042# L2.28# L0.03#
UpperLintermediate# L1.06# .401# .068# L2.18# 0.06#
PreL
intermediate#
Elementary# .433# .401# .705# L.69# 1.56#
Intermediate# L.722# .401# .303# L1.84# .40#
UpperLintermediate# L.628# .401# .419# L1.75# .49#
Intermediate# Elementary# 1.155# .401# .042# .03# 2.28#
PreLintermediate# .721# .401# .303# L.40# 1.84#
UpperLintermediate# .093# .401# .995# L1.03# 1.22#
UpperL
intermediate#
Elementary# 1.061# .401# .068# L.06# 2.18#
PreLintermediate# .628# .401# .419# L.50# 1.75#
Intermediate# L.093# .401# .995# L1.22# 1.03#







































Levels!of!textbook! N! Mean! Std.!Deviation! Minimum! Maximum!
Elementary# 6# 1.58# .30# 1.20# 1.88#
PreLintermediate# 6# 1.76# .41# 1.53# 2.58#
Intermediate# 6# 1.80# .28# 1.31# 2.07#












df! Mean!Square! F! Sig.!
Between#groups# .169# 3# .056# .548# .655#
Within#groups# 2.060# 20# .103# # #
Total# 2.229# 23# # # #
 



















Levels!of!textbook! N! Mean! Std.!Deviation! Minimum! Maximum!
Elementary# 6# .27# .12# .14# .50#
PreLintermediate# 6# .50# .23# .15# .76#
Intermediate# 6# .78# .23# .52# 1.14#
UpperLintermediate# 6# .74# .34# .44# 1.23#
















Nominalisation! Sum!of!squares! df! Mean!Square! F! Sig.!
Between#groups# 1.009# 3# .336# 5.830# 0.05#
Within#groups# 1.154# 20# .058# # #
Total# 2.163# 23# # # #
































Elementary# PreLintermediate# L.232# .139# .364# L.62# .16#
Intermediate# #L.510# .139# .007# L.90# L.12#
UpperL
intermediate#
L.472# .139# .014# L.86# L.08#
PreL
intermediate#
Elementary# .231# .139# .364# L.16# .62#
Intermediate# L.278# .139# .219# L.67# .11#
UpperL
intermediate#
L.240# .139# .335# L.63# .15#
Intermediate# Elementary# .510# .139# .007# .12# .90#
PreLintermediate# .278# .139# .219# L.11# .67#
UpperL
intermediate#
.038# .139# .992# .35# .43#
UpperL
intermediate#
Elementary# #.47# .139# .014# .08# .86#
PreLintermediate# .24# .139# .335# #L.15# .63#
Intermediate# L.04# .139# .992# L.43# .35#








Levels!of!textbook! N! Mean! Std.!Deviation! Minimum! Maximum!
Elementary# 6# .15# .14# .04# .42#
PreLintermediate# 6# .22# .19# .04# .52#
Intermediate# 6# .31# .09# .17# .43#
UpperLintermediate# 6# .34# .19# .08# .59#
 
Table#5.12.#Comparisons)of)grammatical)metaphor)between)levels#
Nominalisation! Sum!of!squares! df! Mean!Square! !!!F! Sig.!
Between#groups# .130# 3# .043# 1.731# .193#
Within#groups# .500# 20# .025# # #
Total# .630# 23# # # #
 




























Technicality# Instances# 5# 11# 27# 7#
! Frequency# 0.03# 0.07# 0.18# 0.05#
 
 


















Elementary# 67.50%## 14.67%# 1.17%# 14.67%# 2.33%#
PreLintermediate# 62%# 18.17%# 0.5%# 18.17%# 1.67%#
Intermediate# 55.33%# 19.33%# 1.33%# 18.50%# 5.33%#
UpperL
intermediate#
55.50%# 18.50%# 0.75%# 19.83%# 6.17%#
































5.4 Linguistic features in scientific and non-scientific texts 

























N# Mean# SD# Min# Max# N# Mean# SD# Min# Max#
Elementary# 3# .48# .02# .46# .50# 3# .47# .03# .43# .49#
PreLintermediate# 3# .46# .04# .41# .49# 3# .44# .06# .37# .48#
Intermediate# 3# .47# .03# .44# .50# 3# .47# .04# .44# .51#
UpperL
intermediate#
3# .47# .02# .46# .50# 3# .49# .02# .47# .51#
 
Table#5.16.#Comparisons)of)ULD)between)scientific)and)nonAscientific)texts#
Ure’s!lexical!density! Sum!of!squares! df! Mean!Square! !!!F! Sig.!
Between#groups# .000# 1# .000# .368# .550#
Within#groups# .025# 22# .001# # #
Total# .025# 23# # # #
 



















Levels#of#textbook# N# Mean# SD# Min# Max# N# Mean# SD# Min# Max#
Elementary# 3# 3.84# .37# 3.54# 4.25# 3# 4.14# .50# 3.78# 4.71#
PreLintermediate# 3# 4.47# .91# 3.48# 5.26# 3# 4.38# .73# 3.54# 4.81#
Intermediate# 3# 5.00# .36# 4.71# 5.40# 3# 5.30# 1.22# 4.14# 6.57#
UpperL
intermediate#





Sum!of!squares! df! Mean!Square! !!F! Sig.!
Between#groups# .277# 1# .277# .414# .526#
Within#groups# 14.730# 22# .670# # #





























Levels#of#textbook# N# Mean# SD# Min# Max# N# Mean# SD# Min# Max#
Elementary# 3# 1.53# .29# 1.27# 1.84# 3# 1.62# .37# 1.20# 1.88#
PreL
intermediate#
3# 1.94## .56# 1.59# 2.58# 3# 1.57# .06# 1.53# 1.63#
Intermediate# 3# 1.90# .11# 1.79# 2.00# 3# 1.69# .38# 1.31# 2.07#
UpperL
intermediate#
3# 1.77# .20# 1.64# 2.00# 3# 1.68# .40# 1.67# 2.08#
 
 










df! Mean!Square! !!!!F! Sig.!
Between#groups# .126# 1# .126# 1.320# .263#
Within#groups# 2.103# 22# .096# # #
Total# 2.229# 23# # # #


















Levels#of#textbook# N# Mean# SD# Min# Max# N# Mean# SD# Min# Max#
Elementary# 3# .23# .08# .14# .29# 3# .31# .16# .19# .50#
PreLintermediate# 3# .51# .17# .32# .65# 3# .50# .31# .15# .76#
Intermediate# 3# .65# .12# .52# .75# 3# .92# .24# .66# 1.14#
UpperL
intermediate#
3# .78# .27# .60# 1.09# 3# .70# .46# .44# 1.23#





Nominalisation! Sum!of!squares! df! Mean!Square! !F! Sig.!
Between#groups# .025# 1# .025# .261# .615#
Within#groups# 2.138# 22# .097# # #
Total# 2.163# 23# # # #
 


















Levels#of#textbook# N# Mean# SD# Min# Max# N# Mean# SD# Min# Max#
Elementary# 3# .09# .04# .04# .12# 3# .21# .19# .06# .42#
PreLintermediate# 3# .21# .17# .06# .39# 3# .23# .26# .04# .52#
Intermediate# 3# .25# .08# .17# .33# 3# .36# .59# .32# .43#
UpperLintermediate# 3# .35# .15# .24# .52# 3# .33# .25# .08# .59#
 






























Grammatical!metaphor! Sum!of!squares! df! Mean!Square! !!!F! Sig.!
Between#groups# .022# 1# .022# .782# .386#
Within#groups# .608# 22# .028# # #
Total# .630# 23# # # #





































Science# Elementary# 66.9%# 13.1%# 2.3%# 13.1%# 4.6%#
PreLintermediate# 55.6%# 20.7%# 0.0%# 20.7%# 3.1%#
Intermediate# 53.6%# 20.3%# 1.4%# 18.8%# 5.9%#
UpperL
intermediate#
54.1%# 20.4%# 0.0%# 20.4%# 5.0%#
NonL
science#
Elementary# 68.0%# 16.0%# 0.0%# 16.0%# 0.0%#
PreLintermediate# 68.1%# 15.4%# 1.1%# 15.4%# 0.0%#
Intermediate# 57.3%# 18.4%# 1.4%# 18.4%# 4.5%#
UpperL
intermediate#
57.5%# 16.5%# 0.0%# 18.9%# 7.1%#
# Sig.) .385) .432) .600) .735) .377)
















! ULD' HLD' GI' N' GM'
Ure’s#lexical#density#(ULD)# ____# # # # #
Halliday’s#lexical#density#(HLD)# .489*# ____# # # #
Grammatical#intricacy#(GI)# L.260# L.465*# ____# # #
Nominalisation#(N)# .129# .740**# L.236# ____# #
Grammatical#metaphor#(GM)# .112# .615**# L.298# .796**# ____#
*p#<#.05.#**p<.01.##























































































































































6  Chapter 6:   Analysis of Linguistic 













































!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Level! Elementary! Intermediate! Total!
Field# # # #
Science# Text#1#(E2)# Text#2#(I2)# 2#
NonLscience# Text#3#(E5)# Text#4#(I4)# 2#
Total# 2# 2# 4#
 






















|||# # # # clause#complex#boundary#
||# # # # ranking#clause#boundary#
α,#β,#ɣ,#…### # # hypotactic#structure#
1,#2,#3,#…# # # paratactic#structure#
=## # # # expansion:#elaboration#
+# # # # expansion:#extension#
x# # # # expansion:#enhancement#
“# # # # projection:#locution#
‘# # # # projection:#idea#
Lexical!items! ! ! bold! !
Nominalisation'' ' bold'italics''
Grammatical'metaphor'' bold'italics'underlined''
LI) ) ) ) lexical#item#
CL# # # # clause#complex#
N# # # # nominalisation#
GM) # # # grammatical#metaphor#




6.4 Analysis of four chosen texts 
6.4.1 Text 1 















6.4.1.2 Analysis of Text 1  
6.4.1.2.1 Analysis of linguistic features according to stages of the text type 
and hierarchy of periodicity of Text 1 
Table#6.2.#Linguistic)complexity)analysis)of)Text)1  
NO.' TEXT'SCRIPT' LI' CL' N' GM'
! PHENOMENON# # # # #
1# |||#Like#humans,#all#animals!communicate! in#some#ways.!
|||#
4# __# 0# 0#
2# |||#Many#use!sounds!or!actions:!# 3# 1# 0# 0#
3# ||!birds!‘sing’!||!## 2# 1=2# 0# 0#
4# or#tap#their#beaks,#||## 2# 2+3# 0# 0#




NO.' TEXT'SCRIPT' LI' CL' N' GM'
5# and#dogs!bark.#|||# 2# 2+4# 0# 0#
6# [macroTheme]#|||#Dolphins#and#whales!use!sound#to#
communicate#and#to#locate!objects#in#the#dark.|||#
8# __# 0# 0#
# EXPLANATION# # # # #
7# [hyperTheme)1]#|||#It#is#often#hard#to#see!underwater,||# 3# 1# 0# 0#
8# so#sound#is#very#important!to#whales#and#dolphins.|||# 4# X2# 0# 0#
9# |||To#make!most#sounds,#||# 2# xβ# 0# 0#
10# these#animals!blow!air#through#a!hole#on#top#of#their#
bodies.!|||#
6# α# 0# 0#
11# |||!Large!whales#make#lowYpitched!sounds;## 5# 1# 0# 0#
12# ||smaller!whales#and#dolphins#make!highYpitched#
ones.|||#
5# =2# 0# 0#
13# |||#Many#of#these#sounds#are!indiscernible#to#the#human!
ear.#|||##
4# __# 0# 0#
14# |||Only#the#animals#can#hear!them.|||# 2# __# 0# 0#
15# [hyperTheme)2]#|||#Dolphins!use#a#whistleYlike!sound!to#
communicate.!|||##
5# __# 0# 0#
16# |||#Scientists!think#||# # 2# α# 0# 0#
17# that#every#dolphin!has#its#own#whistle.!|||### # 3# ‘β# 1# 0#
18# |||#This#is#like#the#animal’s!name,#or#signature.!|||! # 3# __# 0# 0#
19# |||#A#dolphin!might#make!this#sound!to#greet!others.#|||# 4# __# 0# 0#
20# |||#It#may#also#whistle!loudly#to#signal!for#help.#|||## 4# __# 1# 1#
21# |||#Whales!also#use!whistles#and#‘song’#to#communicate#
with#other#whales.#|||##
6# __# 2# 2#
22# |||#Some#of#these#songs)can#travel#thousands#of#miles!
through#the#water.#|||#
4# __# 1# 0#
23# [hyperTheme)3]#|||!Dolphins#and#whales#also#use!sound#
to#‘see’!things||#
6# α# 0# 0#
24# by#sending!clicking!sounds#into#water.!|||## 4# xβ# 0# 0#
25# |||#If#the#‘click’!hits#something,||# 2# xβ# 1# 0#
26# for#example#a#rock,#it#creates!an!echo.#|||# 3# α# 1# 0#
27# |||#This#echo'returns#||# 2# 1# 1# 0#
28# and#gives!whales#and#dolphins!important!information.!|||### 5# +2# 0# 0#
29# |||#It#tells!them#where#something#is,#and#how#big#it#is.#|||# 2# __# 0# 0#
30# |||#By#using!the#clicks!and#echoes,#||# 3# xβ# 2# 0#




NO.' TEXT'SCRIPT' LI' CL' N' GM'
31# dolphins!and#whales!can#swim#around#||# 3# α1# 0# 0#




7# =#α# 0# 0#
34# |||They#might#have!a#lot#to#teach!us#about#
communication.!|||#
3# __# 1# 1#
! Total) 126) 22) 11) 4)
6.4.1.2.2  Analysis of Theme and New of Text 1  
Table#6.3.#Theme)and)New)analysis)of)Text)1#
NO.' MARKED'THEME' SUBJECT/THEME' NEW'
1# Like#humans# all#animals# communicate#in#some#ways.#
2# # Many# use#sounds#or#actions:#
3# # Birds# sing’#
4# # (or)#(birds)# tap#their#beaks,#
5# # and#dogs# bark.# #
6# # Dolphins#and#whales# use#sound#to#communicate#and#to#
locate#objects#in#the#dark.#
7# # It## is#often#hard#to#see#underwater,#










12# # Many#of#these#sounds# are#indiscernible#to#the#human#ear.#
13# # Only#the#animals# can#hear#them.#
14# # Dolphins# use#a#whistleLlike#sound#to#
communicate.#
15# # Scientists# think#that#every#dolphin#has#its#own#
whistle.##




NO.' MARKED'THEME' SUBJECT/THEME' NEW'
16# # This# is#like#the#animal’s#name,#or#signature.#
17# # A#dolphin# might#make#this#sound#to#greet#others.#
18# # It# may#also#whistle#loudly#to#signal#for#
help.#
19# # Whales# also#use)whistles!and#‘song’!to#
communicate#with#other#whales.#














23# # This#echo# returns#
24# # (and)#(this#echo)# gives#whales#and#dolphins#important#
information.#












28# # They# might#have#a#lot#to#teach#us#about#
communication.#
 
















































6.4.2 Text 2 


















! Density! Intricacy! Nominalisation! Grammatical!
metaphor!
Stages# # # # #
####L#Phenomenon# 3.5# 2# 0# 0#
####L#Explanation# 3.75# 1.47# 0.32# 0.12#
Overall# 3.7# 1.55# 0.32# 0.12#






6.4.2.2 Analysis of Text 2 
6.4.2.2.1 Analysis of linguistic features according to stages of the text type 
and hierarchy of periodicity of Text 2 
Table#6.5.#Linguistic)complexity)analysis)of)Text)2)
 
NO.) TEXT'SCRIPT) LI) CL) N) GM)
! PHENOMENON# # # # #
1# |||#For#centuries,#humans!have!looked#up#the#sky!||# 4# 1# 0# 0#
2# and#wondered!what#exists!beyond#the#realm#of#our#
planet.#|||###
4# +2# 0# 0#
3# |||#Ancient!astronomers!examined#the#night!sky#||# 5# α# 0# 0#





























4# α# 0# 0#
11# ||when#they#return!to#Earth.#|||# 2# xɣ# 0# 0#
12# |||#Some#of#these#ailments#are!shortYlive;#||# 2# 1# 1# 1#
13# others#may#be#long!lasting.#|||# # 2# =2# 0# 0#
# EXPLANATION# # # # #




NO.) TEXT'SCRIPT) LI) CL) N) GM)
14# |||#[hyperTheme)1])More#than#twoLthirds#of#all#astronauts!
suffer!from#motion'sickness#||#
4# α# 2# 2#
15# while#travelling!in#space.#|||# 2# +β# 0# 0#
16# ||||In#the#gravityYfree!environment,#the!body#cannot#
distinguish!up#from#down.#|||#
4# ___# 0# 0#
17# |||The#body’s!internal!balance!system!sends#confusing!
signals#to#the#brain,#||#
8# α# 2# 1#
18# which#can#result!in#nausea#lasting#as#long#as#a#few#days.#
|||#
4# =#β# 0# 0#
19# |||#A#body#that#is#deprived!of#gravity!also!experiences'
changes!in#the!distribution'of#bodily!fluids.#|||#
8# ___## 2# 2#
20# |||#More#fluid!than#normal!ends!up#in#the#face,!neck,#and#
chest,#
6# α# 0# 0#
21# ||resulting!in#a#puffy!face,#bulging!neck!veins,#and#a#
slightly!enlarged!heart.!|||#









6# ___# 2# 2#
24# |||Another#effect'of#the#weightless!environment!is#||#that#
astronauts!tend#not#to#use!their#legs#as#much,#||#
6# 1# 1# 1#









5# 1# 2# 1#
28# ||#and,#as#a#result,#many#astronauts!are#unable#to#walk!
properly#for#a#few#days#upon#their#return#to#earth.#|||#
6# +2# 1# 1#
29# |||#Exposure#to#radiation'is#another#serious#hazard'that#
astronauts!face.#
6# ___# 3# 3#
30# |||#Without#the#earth’s!atmosphere#to!protect#them,#||# 3# +#β# 0# 0#




NO.) TEXT'SCRIPT) LI) CL) N) GM)
31# astronauts!can#be#exposed!to#intense#radiation#from#the#
sun!and#other#galactic!bodies,#||#
7# α# 1# 1#




9# __# 2# 2#
34# |||Astronauts!live#||# 2# 1# 0# 0#
35# and#work#in#small,!tight!spaces,#||# 4# +2# 0# 0#
36# and#they#must#be#able#to#deal#both#physically#and#mentally#
with#the#confined!environment.#|||#
5# +3# 0# 0#
37# |||#In#addition,#long!periods#away#from!family#and#friends#
can#leave!space!travellers!feeling!lonely#and#depressed.##
10# __# 0# 0#
38# |||#[hyperTheme)4]#Now#that#man!has#been#to#the!Moon!
and#unmanned!missions#have#been#sent!to#Mars,#||#
6# # 0# 0#
39# many#believe#||# 1# α# 0# 0#
40# that#next#major!step#in#space!travel'will#be#a#manned!
mission#to#and#from#Mars.#|||#
7# ‘β# 2# 2#
41# |||#Differences#between#the#orbits!of!Earth#and#Mars!
mean#||#
5# α# 1# 1#
42# that#such#a#mission#would#take#almost#three#years!to#
complete.#|||#









11# __# 3# 3#
45# |||#In#the#case#of#longYterm!space!travel,#however,#it#is#still#
not#entirely!clear#||#
5# α# 1# 1#
46# if#the#human!body#could#adapt!and#survive.#|||# 4# +β# 0# 0#
47# |||#[macroNew]#In#2010,#the#NSBRI!is#due#to!present#its#
findings#to#NASA#
4# 1# 1# 1#
48# ||#and#present!a#‘go’#or#‘no#go’#recommendation#regarding# 7# +2# 1# 1#








7# xβ# 0# 0#
50# we#may#one#day#see!humans#walk!on#distant!planets.#|||# 4# α# 0# 0#
! Total) 286) 29) 37) 34)
 
6.4.2.2.2 Analysis of Theme and New in Text 2 
 
Table#6.6.#Theme)and)New)analysis)of)Text)2#
NO.' MARKED'THEME' SUBJECT/THEME' NEW'
1# For#centuries# humans# have#looked#up#the#sky#
2# # (and)# # wondered#what#exists#beyond#the#
realm#of#our#planet.###










































9# # Others# may#be#long#lasting,#
















































20# # (This)# causes#bones#to#weaken.#
































26# # Astronauts# live#and#





























































































































6.4.3 Text 3  










6.4.3.2 Analysis of Text 3 
6.4.3.2.1  Analysis of linguistic features according to stages of the text type 
and hierarchy of periodicity of Text 3 
# Table#6.8.!Linguistic)complexity)analysis)of)Text)3!
NO.' TEXT'SCRIPT' LI' CL' N' GM'
# GENERAL#STATEMENT# # # # #
1# |||![macroTheme]!People#everywhere#celebrate#the#New!
Year.#|||#
4# ___# 0# 0#
2# |||#It#is#a#time!to#say!goodbye#to#the!past#and#to#think! 7# ___# 1# 1#
! Density! Intricacy! Nominalisation! Grammatical!
metaphor!
Stages# # # # #
####L#Phenomenon# 5.15# 2.17# 0.46# 0.31#
####L#Explanation# 5.76# 1.65# 0.82# 0.79#
Overall# 5.61# 1.76# 0.73# 0.67#











4# to#eat,#||# 1# xβ1# 0# 0#
5# drink,#||# 1# β+2# 0# 0#
6# dance,#||# 1# β+3# 0# 0#
7# and#welcome#January#1#at#midnight.!|||# 3# β+4# 0# 0#
# DESCRIPTION# # # # #
8# |||![hyperTheme)1]!In#many#Western!countries#people!
make#New!Year’s!resolutions.#|||#
7# ___# 1# 0#
9# |||!They#make!promises)to#themselves#to#make!changes#
in#their#lives)over#the#coming!year,#||#
7# 1# 3# 2#
10# such#as#to#lose!weight,#||# 2# 1=2# 0# 0#
11# get!a#new!job,#||# 3# 2+3# 0# 0#




11# ___# 0# 0#
14# |||!People!spend!time#with#family#||# 4# 1# 0# 0#
15# and#eat!special!foods.!|||# 3# +2# 0# 0#
16# |||!In#most#countries,#the#holiday!lasts#for#several#days.## 4# ___# 0# 0#
17# |||![hyperTheme)3]!In!late#February!or#early#March,#some#
countries!celebrate!a#special!festival!called#Carnival.#|||#
10# ___# 0# 0#
18# |||!Many#think!||# 1# α# 0# 0#
19# that#Carnival#first#started#in#Italy!or#Greece.!|||# 4# ‘β# 0# 0#
20# |||!People!dressed#in#costumes,#||# 3# 1# 0# 0#
21# wore!colourful!masks,||# 3# +2# 0# 0#
22# ate,!||# 1# +3# 0# 0#
23# drank,#||# 1# +4# 0# 0#
24# and#danced!all#night!on#the#Tuesday!before#the!start)of#
Lent.#|||#
5# +5# 1# 1#
25# |||!This#tradition!spread#to#France,!Spain,#and#Portugal,#
and#later,#to#Brazil!and#the#United!States!|||#
8# ___# 0# 0#




NO.' TEXT'SCRIPT' LI' CL' N' GM'
26# |||!Now,#two#of#the#biggest!Carnivals!take!place#in#Rio!de!
Janeiro#in#Brazil,#and#New!Orleans!in#the#United!States.##




6# ___# 0# 0#
28# there#is#a#huge!parade#that#lasts#for#four#days.#|||# 4# ___# 1# 1#
29# |||!In#New!Orleans,#Carnival#is#called!Mardi!Gras,||## 6# 1# 0# 0#
30# and!lasts#for#three#weeks.!|||# 2# +2# 0# 0#
31# |||!Both#celebrations)combine!music#and!traditions#from#
all#over#the#world.#|||#
5# ___# 1# 1#
32# |||!Millions#of#visitors#travel!from#around#the!world#to#
join#the#party.#|||#
5# ___# 0# 0#
# Total) 141) 18) 8) 6)
 
6.4.3.2.2 Analysis of Theme and New in Text 3 
Table#6.9.#Analysis)of)Theme)and)New)in)Text)3#
NO.' MARKED'THEME' SUBJECT/THEME' NEW'






























7# # People# spend#time#with#family#and#eat#special#
foods.##


































16# In#New#Orleans,# Carnival# is#called#Mardi#Gras.#














































! Density! Intricacy! Nominalisation! Grammatical!
metaphor!
Stages# # # # #
L#General#statement# 3.1# 2.3# 0.14# 0.14#
L#Description# 4.58# 1.73# 0.27# 0.19#
Overall# 4.55# 1.83# 0.26# 0.19#




6.4.4 Text 4 
















6.4.4.2 Analysis of Text 4 
6.4.4.2.1 Analysis of linguistic features according to stages of the text type 
and hierarchy of periodicity of Text 4 
 
Table#6.11. Linguistic)complexity)analysis)of)Text)4 
NO.' TEXT'SCRIPT' LI' CL' N' GM'
# GENERAL#STATEMENT# # # # #
1# |||!Marriage!is#an#ancient!religious#and#legal!practice!
celebrated#around#the#world.!|||!#
7# ___# 2# 0#
2# |||!!Although#the#reasons!that#people!marry#are#similar#
in#many#places,#
5# xα# 1# 1#
3# ||wedding#customs!vary!from#country!to#country.!|||# 5# β# 0# 0#
# DESCRIPTION# # # # #




NO.' TEXT'SCRIPT' LI' CL' N' GM'
4# |||![hyperTheme)1]!In#many#countries,#it#is#customary#for#
the#bride!to#wear#a#white!dress#as#symbol!of#purity.#|||!#
8# ___# 1# 1#
5# |||!In#traditional!Japanese!wedding!ceremonies,#the#
bride!wears#a#white!kimono.!|||!#




9# ___# 0# 0#
7# |||!Before#that,#most#women!could#not#afford!to#buy!a#
dress!that#they#would#only#wear#once.!|||!#
5# ___# 0# 0#
8# |||!Now,#bridal!dresses#can#be#bought!in#a#variety!of#
styles#and#fabries,||##
6# 1# 1# 1#
9# and#many#brides#have#their#dress#specially#made!|||!# 4# +2# 0# 0#
10# |||![hyperTheme)2]!In#different!countries,#colors!other#
than#white!are#worn!by#the#bride#||#
6# 1# 0# 0#




11# ___# 1# 1#
13# |||!In#Chinese!cultures,#wedding!invitations#are!usually!
red#and#gold#
6# α# 1# 0#
14# ||#as#these#are!colors!symbolic#of#wealth#and#happiness.!
|||!##
4# xβ! 1# 1#
15# |||!Wedding!guests#give!gifts!of#money#to#the!
newlyweds#in#small!red!envelopes.#|||!#
9# ___# 0# 0#
16# |||!Not#all#cultures,#though,!consider#money#a#suitable!
gift.#|||!#




13# ___# 0# 0#
18# |||![hyperTheme)3]!As#part!of#many#traditional!wedding!
ceremonies,#a#bride!wears#a#veil.#|||!#
7# ___# 0# 0#
19# |||!Wearing!a#veil!that#covers!the#head!and#face#is#a#
tradition!that#is!over#2,000#years!old.#|||!#
8# ___# 0# 0#




NO.' TEXT'SCRIPT' LI' CL' N' GM'
20# |||!Veils!were#originally!worn#as#a!sign#of#secrecy'and#
modesty'||!#
6# 1# 2# 2#
21# and#could#only#be#removed!by#the#husband#after#the#
ceremony.!|||#
3# +2# 0# 0#
22# Today,#many#brides!wear#a#veil,#but#only#for#decoration.!
|||#
5# ___# 1# 1#
23# |||!In#some#countries,#a!veil#is#placed!between#the#bride#
and#groom#during#the#wedding!ceremony#||##
7# α# 0# 0#
24# so#that#they#can#not#see#||## 1# xβ# 0# 0#
25# or#touch#each#other#||## 1# β+1# 0# 0#




9# ___# 1# 0#
28# |||!The#circular!shape)of#the#ring!is#symbolic!of#the!
couple’s#eternal'union.#|||!#




9# ___# 0# 0#
30# |||!The#wedding!ring#is#usually#worn!on#the#third#finger#
of#the#left!or#right!hand,##
7# α# 0# 0#
31# ||#because#it#was#once#believed#||## 1# xβ# 0# 0#
32# that#a#vein!ran#directly#from#this#finger#to#the!heart.#|||# 5# ‘ɣ# 0# 0#
33# |||![hyperTheme)5]!Flowers#play#an#important!role#in#
most!weddings.#
5# ___# 0# 0#
34# |||!Roses#are#said!to#be#the#flowers#of#love,#||# 4# 1# 1# 0#
35# and#because#roses!usually#bloom!in#June,||# 3# +2xα# 0# 0#
36# this#has#become!the#most#popular!month#for#weddings#in#
many#countries.!|||#
5# β# 0# 0#
37# |||!#Ivy#is#also#used#in#wedding!bouquets#||# 3# α# 0# 0#
38# because#in#early!Greek!times,#it#was#thought!to#be#sign#of#
everlasting!love.#|||#
7# xβ# 1# 1#
39# |||!After#the#wedding!ceremony,#it#is#customary!in#many! 13# ___# 0# 0#








40# |||!It#is#said!||# 1# α# 0# 0#
41# that#the#person!who#catches!the#bouquet#will#be#the#next#
one#to#marry.##
4# ‘β# 0# 0#
42# |||!In#Turkey,#when#a#woman!gets!married,||# 4# x#β# 0# 0#
43# her#female!friends#write#their#names#on#the#inside!of#the#
shoes#
6# α# 0# 0#
44# the#bride!will#wear#on#her#wedding!day.#|||# 4# ___# 0# 0#
45# |||!After#the#ceremony,#if#someone’s!name!has#rubbed!
off#||#
3# xβ1# 0# 0#
46# and#cannot#be#read,#||## 1# β2# 0# 0#
47# it#is#said!that#||# 1# α# 0# 0#








10# ___# 0# 0#
# Total) 277) 31) 15) 9)
 
6.4.4.2.2 Analysis of Theme and New of Text 4 
Table#6.12.#Analysis)of)Theme)and)New)of)Text)4#
NO.' MARKED'THEME' SUBJECT/THEME' NEW'











































7# Now,# bridal#dresses# can#be#bought#in#a#variety!of#styles#
and#fabries#







































































































27# # Flowers# play#an#important#role#in#most#
weddings.#
28# # Roses# are#said#to#be#the#flowers#of#love.#

























































































































# Density! Intricacy! Nominalisation! Grammatical!
metaphor!
Stages# # # # #
L#General#statement# 5.53# 1.62# 1.00# 0.33#
L#Description# 5.67# 1.50# 0.25# 0.15#
Overall# 5.54# 1.61# 0.30# 0.18#
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8.2 Summary of the key findings 






































































































8.2.4 Linguistic complexity according to genre analysis and 






















8.3 Significance of the research 




















































Grammatical# metaphor# of# the# ideational# kind# is# primarily# a# strategy#
enabling# us# to# transform# our# experience# of# the#world:# the#model# of#







information;#and# it#can#also#be#a#powerful# interpersonal# resource# for#
organizing# the# ongoing# negotiation# of# meaning,# creating# new#














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix 1 Source of data 
Text!codes! Text!titles! Pages! Books!!
E1# The#Art#of#Palmistry# 66L67# 1#
E2# What’s#That#Sound?# 102L103# 1#
E3# A#Good#Night’s#Sleep# 152L153# 1#
E4# A#student#budget# 32L33# 1#
E5# How#Do#You#Celebrate?# 122L123# 1#
E6# The#Age#of#Adulthood# 132L133# 1#
P1# Addicted#To#Chocolate?# 6L7# 2#
P2# NumerologyLUsing#Numbers#To#Predict#The#Future# 56L57# 2#
P3# Is#Your#Diet#Destroying#The#Environment?# 136L137# 2#
P4# Number#and#belief# 62L63# 2#
P5# Time#for#Work,#And#Time#For#Play# 82L83# 2#
P5# How#Old#is#Old#Enough?# 102L103# 2#
I1# Robotic#Surgeons# 98L99# 3#
I2# The#Challenges#of#Space#Travel# 110L111# 3#
I3# How#Good#Is#Your#Memory?# 146L147# 3#
I4# Wedding#Customs# 19L20# 3#
I5# Travel#Manners# 51# 3#
I6# HomeschoolingLa#Better#Way#to#Learn?# 134L135# 3#
U1# Laugh#and#the#World#Laughs#with#You# 171L172# 4#
U2# Mind#Like#a#Sieve?#There’s#No#Need#to#Worry## 177L178# 4#
U3# Genetically#Modified#Food## 128L129# 4#
U4# Creating#a#Global#Resume## 2L3# 4#
U5# A#House#to#Save#the#Earth# 87L88# 4#





















! ! Percentage! Frequency! ! ! ! ! ! !
E1! 256! 28! 22! 119! 46.48%! .46! 4.25! 1.27! 8! 0.29! 1! 0.04!
E2! 255! 34! 22! 126! 49.80%! .50! 3.70! 1.55! 11! 0.32! 4! 0.12!
E3! 258! 35! 19! 124! 48.06%! .48! 3.54! 1.84! 5! 0.14! 4! 0.11!
E4! 260! 24! 20! 113! 43.46%! .43! 4.71! 1.20! 12! 0.46! 10! 0.42!
E5! 257! 33! 18! 141! 49.03%! .49! 4.55! 1.83! 8! 0.26! 4! 0.19!
E6! 253! 32! 18! 121! 47.83%! .48! 3.78! 1.78! 6! 0.19! 5! 0.16!
P1! 256! 27! 17! 126! 49.22%! .49! 4.67! 1.59! 15! 0.56! 5! 0.19!
P2! 266! 31! 12! 108! 40.60%! .41! 3.48! 2.58! 10! 0.32! 2! 0.06!
P3! 254! 23! 14! 121! 47.64%! .48! 5.26! 1.64! 15! 0.65! 9! 0.39!
P4! 250! 26! 16! 92! 36.80%! .37! 3.54! 1.63! 4! 0.15! 1! 0.04!
P5! 263! 26! 17! 125! 47.53%! .48! 4.81! 1.53! 15! 0.58! 3! 0.12!
P6! 259! 25! 16! 120! 46.33%! .46! 4.80! 1.56! 19! 0.76! 13! 0.52!
I1! 271! 25! 14! 135! 49.82%! .50! 5.40! 1.79! 13! 0.52! 6! 0.24!
I2! 272! 27! 14! 132! 48.53%! .49! 4.89! 1.93! 18! 0.67! 9! 0.33!
I3! 257! 24! 12! 113! 43.97%! .44! 4.71! 2.00! 18! 0.75! 4! 0.17!
I4! 271! 21! 16! 138! 50.92%! .51! 6.57! 1.31! 20! 0.95! 9! 0.43!
I5! 270! 29! 14! 120! 44.44%! .44! 4.14! 2.07! 19! 0.66! 10! 0.34!
I6! 256! 22! 13! 114! 44.53%! .45! 5.18! 1.69! 25! 1.14! 7! 0.32!
U1! 267! 23! 14! 123! 46.07%! .46! 5.35! 1.64! 25! 1.09! 12! 0.52!
U2! 266! 32! 16! 122! 45.86%! .46! 3.81! 2.00! 21! 0.66! 9! 0.28!
U3! 274! 25! 15! 137! 50.00%! .50! 5.48! 1.67! 15! 0.60! 6! 0.24!
U4! 267! 22! 17! 127! 47.57%! .48! 5.77! 1.29! 27! 1.23! 13! 0.59!
U5! 260! 27! 13! 123! 47.31%! .47! 4.56! 2.08! 12! 0.44! 9! 0.33!
















! ! n! %! n! %! n! %! n! %! n! %! N!
E1! 22! 20!! 80.0%! 1! 4.0%! 1! 4.0%! 1! 4.0%! 2! 8.0%! 25!
E2! 23! 23!! 67.6%! 5! 14.7%! 0! 0.0%! 5! 14.7%! 1! 2.9%! 34!
E3! 19! 18!! 52.9%! 7! 20.6%! 1! 2.9%! 7! 20.6%! 1! 2.9%! 34!
E4! 20! 21!! 84.0%! 2! 8.0%! 0! 0.0%! 2! 8.0%! 0! 0.0%! 25!
E5! 17! 17!! 73.9%! 3! 13.0%! 0! 0.0%! 3! 13.0%! 0! 0.0%! 23!
E6! 18! 17!! 45.9%! 10! 27.0%! 0! 0.0%! 10! 27.0%! 0! 0.0%! 37!
P1! 17! 13!! 59.1%! 4! 18.2%! 0! 0.0%! 4! 18.2%! 1! 4.5%! 22!
P2! 12! 10!! 47.6%! 5! 23.8%! 0! 0.0%! 5! 23.8%! 1! 4.8%! 21!
P3! 14! 12!! 60.0%! 4! 20.0%! 0! 0.0%! 4! 20.0%! 0! 0.0%! 20!
P4! 16! 16!! 51.6%! 7! 22.6%! 1! 3.2%! 7! 22.6%! 0! 0.0%! 31!
P5! 17! 16!! 80.0%! 2! 10.0%! 0! 0.0%! 2! 10.0%! 0! 0.0%! 20!
P6! 16! 16!! 72.7%! 3! 13.6%! 0! 0.0%! 3! 13.6%! 0! 0.0%! 22!
I1! 14! 13!! 76.5%! 2! 11.8%! 0! 0.0%! 2! 11.8%! 0! 0.0%! 17!
I2! 14! 11!! 47.8%! 5! 21.7%! 1! 4.3%! 4! 17.4%! 2! 8.7%! 23!
I3! 12! 8!! 36.4%! 6! 27.3%! 0! 0.0%! 6! 27.3%! 2! 9.1%! 22!
I4! 16! 14!! 66.7%! 3! 14.3%! 0! 0.0%! 3! 14.3%! 1! 4.8%! 21!
I5! 14! 10!! 43.5%! 5! 21.7%! 1! 4.3%! 5! 21.7%! 2! 8.7%! 23!
I6! 13! 13!! 61.9%! 4! 19.0%! 0! 0.0%! 4! 19.0%! 0! 0.0%! 21!
U1! 14! 14!! 70!%! 3! 15.0%! 0! 0.0%! 3! 15.0%! 0! 0.0%! 20!
U2! 16! 12!! 48.0%! 6! 24.0%! 0! 0.0%! 6! 24.0%! 1! 4.0%! 25!
U3! 15! 8!! 44.4%! 4! 22.2%! 0! 0.0%! 4! 22.2%! 2! 11.1%! 18!
U4! 17! 15! 78.9%! 2! 10.5%! 0! 0.0%! 2! 10.5%! 0! 0.0%! 19!
U5! 13! 8! 47.1%! 3! 17.6%! 0! 0.0%! 3! 17.6%! 3! 17.6%! 17!





Appendix 4 One-way ANOVA test on linguistic complexity across levels 








Ure's!lexical!density! Elementary! 6! .4733! .02503! .01022! .4471! .4996! .43! .50!
PreLintermediate! 6! .4483! .04792! .01956! .3980! .4986! .37! .49!
Intermediate! 6! .4717! .03189! .01302! .4382! .5051! .44! .51!
UpperLintermediate! 6! .4800! .02098! .00856! .4580! .5020! .46! .51!
Total! 24! .4683! .03319! .00677! .4543! .4823! .37! .51!
Halliday's!lexical!density! Elementary! 6! 3.9933! .42368! .17297! 3.5487! 4.4380! 3.54! 4.71!
PreLintermediate! 6! 4.4267! .73788! .30124! 3.6523! 5.2010! 3.48! 5.26!
Intermediate! 6! 5.1483! .81989! .33472! 4.2879! 6.0088! 4.14! 6.57!
UpperLintermediate! 6! 5.0550! .73034! .29816! 4.2886! 5.8214! 3.81! 5.77!
Total! 24! 4.6558! .80778! .16489! 4.3147! 4.9969! 3.48! 6.57!
Grammatical!intricacy! Elementary! 6! 1.5750! .29932! .12220! 1.2609! 1.8891! 1.20! 1.88!
PreLintermediate! 6! 1.7550! .40629! .16587! 1.3286! 2.1814! 1.53! 2.58!
Intermediate! 6! 1.7983! .27644! .11285! 1.5082! 2.0884! 1.31! 2.07!
UpperLintermediate! 6! 1.7250! .28431! .11607! 1.4266! 2.0234! 1.29! 2.08!
Total! 24! 1.7133! .31130! .06354! 1.5819! 1.8448! 1.20! 2.58!
Nominalisation! Elementary! 6! .2717! .12416! .05069! .1414! .4020! .14! .50!
PreLintermediate! 6! .5033! .22580! .09218! .2664! .7403! .15! .76!
Intermediate! 6! .7817! .22516! .09192! .5454! 1.0180! .52! 1.14!
UpperLintermediate! 6! .7433! .33720! .13766! .3895! 1.0972! .44! 1.23!
Total! 24! .5750! .30668! .06260! .4455! .7045! .14! 1.23!
Grammatical!metaphor! Elementary! 6! .1517! .13834! .05648! .0065! .2968! .04! .42!
PreLintermediate! 6! .2200! .19380! .07912! .0166! .4234! .04! .52!
Intermediate! 6! .3050! .08961! .03658! .2110! .3990! .17! .43!
UpperLintermediate! 6! .3400! .18772! .07664! .1430! .5370! .08! .59!















Ure's!lexical!density! Between!Groups! .003! 3! .001! 1.045! .394!
Within!Groups! .022! 20! .001! ! !
Total! .025! 23! ! ! !
Halliday's!lexical!density! Between!Groups! 5.360! 3! 1.787! 3.704! .029!
Within!Groups! 9.648! 20! .482! ! !
Total! 15.008! 23! ! ! !
Grammatical!intricacy! Between!Groups! .169! 3! .056! .548! .655!
Within!Groups! 2.060! 20! .103! ! !
Total! 2.229! 23! ! ! !
Nominalisation! Between!Groups! 1.009! 3! .336! 5.830! .005!
Within!Groups! 1.154! 20! .058! ! !
Total! 2.163! 23! ! ! !
Grammatical!metaphor! Between!Groups! .130! 3! .043! 1.731! .193!
Within!Groups! .500! 20! .025! ! !




Appendix 5 Tukey post-hoc test 
Dependent&Variable& (I)&Levels&of&texts& (J)&Levels&of&texts& Mean&Difference&(IRJ)& Std.&Error& Sig.& 95%&Confidence&Interval&
Lower!Bound! Upper!Bound!
Ure's!lexical!density! Elementary! PreLintermediate! .02500! .01910! .568! L.0285! .0785!
Intermediate! .00167! .01910! 1.000! L.0518! .0551!
UpperL
intermediate!
L.00667! .01910! .985! L.0601! .0468!
PreLintermediate! Elementary! L.02500! .01910! .568! L.0785! .0285!
Intermediate! L.02333! .01910! .621! L.0768! .0301!
UpperL
intermediate!
L.03167! .01910! .371! L.0851! .0218!
Intermediate! Elementary! L.00167! .01910! 1.000! L.0551! .0518!
PreLintermediate! .02333! .01910! .621! L.0301! .0768!
UpperL
intermediate!
L.00833! .01910! .971! L.0618! .0451!
UpperL
intermediate!
Elementary! .00667! .01910! .985! L.0468! .0601!
PreLintermediate! .03167! .01910! .371! L.0218! .0851!
Intermediate! .00833! .01910! .971! L.0451! .0618!
Halliday's!lexical!density! Elementary! PreLintermediate! L.43333! .40100! .705! L1.5557! .6890!
Intermediate! L1.15500*! .40100! .042! L2.2774! L.0326!
UpperL
intermediate!
L1.06167! .40100! .068! L2.1840! .0607!
PreLintermediate! Elementary! .43333! .40100! .705! L.6890! 1.5557!
Intermediate! L.72167! .40100! .303! L1.8440! .4007!
UpperL
intermediate!
L.62833! .40100! .419! L1.7507! .4940!
Intermediate! Elementary! 1.15500*! .40100! .042! .0326! 2.2774!
PreLintermediate! .72167! .40100! .303! L.4007! 1.8440!
UpperL
intermediate!








Elementary! 1.06167! .40100! .068! L.0607! 2.1840!
PreLintermediate! .62833! .40100! .419! L.4940! 1.7507!
Intermediate! L.09333! .40100! .995! L1.2157! 1.0290!
Grammatical!intricacy! Elementary! PreLintermediate! L.18000! .18527! .767! L.6986! .3386!
Intermediate! L.22333! .18527! .631! L.7419! .2952!
UpperL
intermediate!
L.15000! .18527! .849! L.6686! .3686!
PreLintermediate! Elementary! .18000! .18527! .767! L.3386! .6986!
Intermediate! L.04333! .18527! .995! L.5619! .4752!
UpperL
intermediate!
.03000! .18527! .998! L.4886! .5486!
Intermediate! Elementary! .22333! .18527! .631! L.2952! .7419!
PreLintermediate! .04333! .18527! .995! L.4752! .5619!
UpperL
intermediate!
.07333! .18527! .978! L.4452! .5919!
UpperL
intermediate!
Elementary! .15000! .18527! .849! L.3686! .6686!
PreLintermediate! L.03000! .18527! .998! L.5486! .4886!
Intermediate! L.07333! .18527! .978! L.5919! .4452!
Nominalisation! Elementary! PreLintermediate! L.23167! .13869! .364! L.6198! .1565!
Intermediate! L.51000*! .13869! .007! L.8982! L.1218!
UpperL
intermediate!
L.47167*! .13869! .014! L.8598! L.0835!
PreLintermediate! Elementary! .23167! .13869! .364! L.1565! .6198!
Intermediate! L.27833! .13869! .219! L.6665! .1098!
UpperL
intermediate!
L.24000! .13869! .335! L.6282! .1482!
Intermediate! Elementary! .51000*! .13869! .007! .1218! .8982!
PreLintermediate! .27833! .13869! .219! L.1098! .6665!
UpperL
intermediate!
.03833! .13869! .992! L.3498! .4265!
UpperL
intermediate!
Elementary! .47167*! .13869! .014! .0835! .8598!
PreLintermediate! .24000! .13869! .335! L.1482! .6282!
Intermediate! L.03833! .13869! .992! L.4265! .3498!




Dependent&Variable& (I)&Levels&of&texts& (J)&Levels&of&texts& Mean&Difference&(IRJ)& Std.&Error& Sig.& 95%&Confidence&Interval&
Lower!Bound! Upper!Bound!
Grammatical!metaphor! Elementary! PreLintermediate! L.06833! .09127! .876! L.3238! .1871!
Intermediate! L.15333! .09127! .360! L.4088! .1021!
UpperL
intermediate!
L.18833! .09127! .199! L.4438! .0671!
PreLintermediate! Elementary! .06833! .09127! .876! L.1871! .3238!
Intermediate! L.08500! .09127! .789! L.3405! .1705!
UpperL
intermediate!
L.12000! .09127! .565! L.3755! .1355!
Intermediate! Elementary! .15333! .09127! .360! L.1021! .4088!
PreLintermediate! .08500! .09127! .789! L.1705! .3405!
UpperL
intermediate!
L.03500! .09127! .980! L.2905! .2205!
UpperL
intermediate!
Elementary! .18833! .09127! .199! L.0671! .4438!
PreLintermediate! .12000! .09127! .565! L.1355! .3755!
Intermediate! .03500! .09127! .980! L.2205! .2905!





Appendix 6 One-way ANOVA test on linguistic complexity  in 
science-related and non-science texts 
Descriptive&statistics!








Ure's!lexical!density! Science! 12! .4725! .02768! .00799! .4549! .4901! .41! .50!
NonLscience! 12! .4642! .03872! .01118! .4396! .4888! .37! .51!
Total! 24! .4683! .03319! .00677! .4543! .4823! .37! .51!
Halliday's!lexical!density! Science! 12! 4.5483! .75953! .21926! 4.0658! 5.0309! 3.48! 5.48!
NonLscience! 12! 4.7633! .87306! .25203! 4.2086! 5.3181! 3.54! 6.57!
Total! 24! 4.6558! .80778! .16489! 4.3147! 4.9969! 3.48! 6.57!
Grammatical!intricacy! Science! 12! 1.7858! .33030! .09535! 1.5760! 1.9957! 1.27! 2.58!
NonLscience! 12! 1.6408! .28647! .08270! 1.4588! 1.8228! 1.20! 2.08!
Total! 24! 1.7133! .31130! .06354! 1.5819! 1.8448! 1.20! 2.58!
Nominalisation! Science! 12! .5425! .26000! .07506! .3773! .7077! .14! 1.09!
NonLscience! 12! .6075! .35602! .10277! .3813! .8337! .15! 1.23!
Total! 24! .5750! .30668! .06260! .4455! .7045! .14! 1.23!
Grammatical!metaphor! Science! 12! .2242! .14100! .04070! .1346! .3138! .04! .52!
NonLscience! 12! .2842! .18812! .05431! .1646! .4037! .04! .59!














Ure's!lexical!density! Between!Groups! .000! 1! .000! .368! .550!
Within!Groups! .025! 22! .001! ! !
Total! .025! 23! ! ! !
Halliday's!lexical!density! Between!Groups! .277! 1! .277! .414! .526!
Within!Groups! 14.730! 22! .670! ! !
Total! 15.008! 23! ! ! !
Grammatical!intricacy! Between!Groups! .126! 1! .126! 1.320! .263!
Within!Groups! 2.103! 22! .096! ! !
Total! 2.229! 23! ! ! !
Nominalisation! Between!Groups! .025! 1! .025! .261! .615!
Within!Groups! 2.138! 22! .097! ! !
Total! 2.163! 23! ! ! !
Grammatical!metaphor! Between!Groups! .022! 1! .022! .782! .386!
Within!Groups! .608! 22! .028! ! !














Ure's!lexical!density! Pearson!Correlation! 1! .489*! L.260! .129! .112!
Sig.!(2Ltailed)! ! .015! .221! .548! .602!
N! 24! 24! 24! 24! 24!
Halliday's!lexical!density! Pearson!Correlation! .489*! 1! L.465*! .740**! .615**!
Sig.!(2Ltailed)! .015! ! .022! .000! .001!
N! 24! 24! 24! 24! 24!
Grammatical!intricacy! Pearson!Correlation! L.260! L.465*! 1! L.236! L.298!
Sig.!(2Ltailed)! .221! .022! ! .267! .157!
N! 24! 24! 24! 24! 24!
Nominalisation! Pearson!Correlation! .129! .740**! L.236! 1! .796**!
Sig.!(2Ltailed)! .548! .000! .267! ! .000!
N! 24! 24! 24! 24! 24!
Grammatical!metaphor! Pearson!Correlation! .112! .615**! L.298! .796**! 1!
Sig.!(2Ltailed)! .602! .001! .157! .000! !







Appendix 8 Components of a multiple Theme 
Metafunction& Component&of&Theme& Type& Typical&words&
























Metafunction& Component&of&Theme& Type& Typical&words&

























Appendix 9 The 3x3 toolkit 
Metafunctions& Social&activity:&Genre& &Register&
(whole&text)&
Discourse&semantics&
(phase)&
Grammar&and&expression&
(clauses&and&sentences)&
A. Ideational&
meanings&
L!Do!the!beginning,!middle,!
stages!of!texts!build!knowledge!
relevant!to!discipline!specific!
topics!and!purposes?!
L!Does!the!language!construct!the!
technical,!specialised!and!formal!
knowledge!of!the!discipline!area!
(field)?!
L!Are!topics!defined!and!classified!according!to!
disciplineLspecific!criteria?!
L!Is!information!related!in!logical!relationships!
(e.g.,!time,!cause,!consequences,!comparison)?!
L!Are!tables,!diagrams,!lists,!formulae,!examples!
and!quotes!logically!integrated!with!verbal!text!
(e.g.,!to!extend,!report,!specific!or!qualify!
points)?!
L!Is!information!extended!across!phases!(e.g.,!in!
terms!of!general/specific;!point/elaboration;!
evidence/interpretation;!claim/evaluation)?!
L!Do!elements!within!noun!groups!effectively!
describe!and!clarify!specialised!terms!(e.g.,!
classifying!adjectives,!defining!clauses)?!
L!Do!verb!groups!express!processes!relevant!to!the!
genre!(e.g.,!defining,!classifying,!cause!and!effect,!
reporting?)!
L!Are!circumstances!(e.g.,!prepositional!phrases)!
used!to!specify!location!of!time,!place,!etc.!where!
necessary?!
L!Is!tense!consistent!with!genre!and!expressed!
through!logically!structured!verbal!elements?!
L!Are!nouns!typically!generalised!and!determined!
correctly!in!terms!of!mass/count,!singular/plural,!
generic/specific?!
L!Is!vocabulary!discipline!specific!and!formal!(e.g.,!
no!contractions!or!phrasal!verbs?!
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Metafunctions& Social&activity:&Genre& &Register&
(whole&text)&
Discourse&semantics&
(phase)&
Grammar&and&expression&
(clauses&and&sentences)&
Interpersonal&
meanings&
L!Do!texts!convince!the!reader!by!
moving!points!or!positions!
forward!across!stages!(e.g.,!by!
amplifying,!justifying,!reinforcing,!
and!acknowledge!experts!in!the!
field)?!
L!Does!the!language!present!
points!and!arguments!in!
authoritative,!impersonal!and!
objective!ways!(tenor)?!
L!Does!the!interaction!with!the!reader!focus!on!
giving!information!(i.e.,!no!questions!or!
commands)?!
L!Is!the!subject!matter!evaluated!according!to!
institutional!values!(e.g.!relevance,!validity,!
significance)?!
L!Are!grading!resources!used!to!imply!evaluation?!
L!Do!patterns!of!evaluation!develop!the!writers’!
stances!within!and!across!phases?!
L!Are!authoritative!resources!used!to!support!
points?!
L!Does!the!writer!include!and!control!the!voices!
of!external!sources!to!develop!points!and!guide!
the!reader!forwards!a!preferred!position?!
L!Do!Mood!choices!realise!information!giving!
function!(i.e.,!subject!^!finite)?!
L!Do!Subjects!and!verbs!agree!in!number?!
L!Are!evaluations!often!achieved!infusing!lexical!
items!with!degrees!of!intensity!and!attitude?!
L!Are!interpersonal!objective!metaphors!used!to!
negotiate!opinions!and!recommendations!(e.g.,!“It!
is!clear!that”!or!“There!is!a!need!for…”!rather!“I!
think”!or!“you!should”)?!
L!Is!source!material!incorporated!into!text!through!
correctly!formed!quotes,!paraphrasing!and!
summarising?!
L!Are!conjunctions!and!continuatives!used!to!
monitor!and!adjust!reader!expectations?!
L!Are!sources!cited!correctly!(e.g.!using!projection)!
and!referenced!according!to!discipline!
specifications!(e.g.,!LMA?)!
Textual&
meanings&
L!In!the!content!previewed!in!the!
beginning!stage!(introduction)!
and!reviewed!in!the!end!stage!
(i.e.,!conclusion)?!
L!Are!global!headings!and!
L!Are!ideas!developed!within!phases!(e.g.,!
paragraph)!with!topic!and!summary!sentences!
used!to!predict!and!summarise?!
L!Does!information!flow!logically!from!sentence!
to!sentence!across!phases?!
L!Do!choice!of!unmarked!Theme!sustain!orientation!
to!the!topic,!selection!of!marked!Theme!marks!
shifts!in!orientation?!
L!Is!grammatical!metaphor!used!to!rework!
processes,!qualities!and!logical!relations!as!
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Metafunctions& Social&activity:&Genre& &Register&
(whole&text)&
Discourse&semantics&
(phase)&
Grammar&and&expression&
(clauses&and&sentences)&
abstracts!used!to!signal!layout!of!
longer!texts?!
L!Does!the!language!construct!
coherent,!signposted!and!
abstract!texts!(mode)?!
L!Are!entities!and!parts!of!text!tracked!through!
cohesive!resources!(e.g.,!reference,!institution!
and!repetition)!
L!Are!internal!conjunctions!used!to!organise!text?!
L!Does!information!flow!from!more!dense!
abstract!terms!in!topic!sentences!to!expanded!
concrete!terms!in!subsequent!sentences?!
abstract!entities!and!relationships!(e.g.,!use!
nominalisation!to!express!processes!as!nouns!
rather!than!verbs)?!
L!Is!active!and!passive!voice!used!to!adjust!
information!focus!and!Theme?!
L!Are!articles!and!pronouns!used!to!keep!track!of!
participants?!
L!Do!spelling,!punctuation,!bullets,!paragraphing!
and!layout!assist!information!structure?!
L!Are!abstract!nouns!used!to!generalise!and!track!
ideas?!!
!
